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0:01 Hey what's going on? My name is Liam and
0:04 we are here in Downtown Crossing. And
0:07 something that I love about being in the
0:08 city and being here at Suffolk is how
0:10 close by to all the different T stations
0:12 we are. With the T, you can get around
0:14 anywhere and everywhere here in the city
0:16 and they're so close to all of our
0:18 residence halls, our academic buildings
0:20 that you can just pretty much step
0:22 outside and you're right there. The T
0:24 is going to get you anywhere and pretty
0:26 much everywhere you want to go, from
0:27 Fenway Park to TD Garden. Whether you're
0:30 looking for a good bite to eat, a museum
0:32 to venture through, or a sporting event
0:34 to attend, the T is going to take you
0:36 there.

0:37 Hi my name is Jaylene and one of the
0:39 greatest things about being a Suffolk
0:41 student is our discounted tickets. We
0:42 offer discounted tickets to sports all
0:44 across the city. Here right behind me is
0:46 our Ridgeway Athletic Center, home to our
0:48 basketball and volleyball teams here on
0:50 campus.
0:52 Here at Suffolk we have a private public
0:54 partnership with the city of Boston,
0:56 where we use East Boston Memorial Park
0:58 for our home games. Home to our Suffolk
1:01 baseball, soccer, and softball teams, East
1:03 Boston Memorial Park is super cool
1:05 because not only are we able to go and
1:08 interact with our athletic teams, while
1:09 locals from the area and friends come
1:11 around just to chill, hang out, and do
1:13 some homework.
In addition to sporting events, Suffolk students also have the opportunity to see different theater shows at a discounted rate, as well as seeing different concerts at a discounted rate. My favorite was being able to see Post Malone. Thanks for checking out Boston with us. It looks like it's time to go to class though. Can't wait to see you on campus!
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